Tradewater works with local stakeholders to
find and collect harmful refrigerant gases
around the world. We avoid their release into
the atmosphere with the goal of preventing
ozone depletion and climate change.

Why are refrigerant gases a problem?
Ozone Layer Depletion

These gases decompose into smaller particles
and react with the ozone layer, accelerating
its decomposition and worsening the existing
hole in the ozone layer.

Contribution to Climate Change

Refrigerant gases are potent greenhouse
gases with significantly high global warming
potentials (GWP).

In 2020, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) reported that old equipment (such as refrigerators, cooling systems, stockpiled
refrigerant and building insulation foams) that was manufactured before the global phaseout of CFC's is still leaking gas into the
atmosphere. These existing CFC banks hold the equivalent of 9 billion metric tons of carbon dioxide that could be released.

Our business model is based on a positive
cycle in which we create economic value
from the destruction of potent and harmful
refrigerant gases, and invest the proceeds
into new projects to find, and then collect
and destroy more gases.
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HOW CAN YOU BE A PART OF THIS WORK?
We Acquire Refrigerant Gas

Join the Effort!

If you own or possess CFC and/or HCFC
refrigerant gases, we want to make you an
offer!

We can use your help to carry out this
important and powerful work around the
globe.

Visit TradewaterGlobal.Com to learn more

WE ACQUIRE REFRIGERANT GAS
If you have unused or recovered refrigerant gas, we are interested in acquiring it from you.
This process takes just 3 easy steps:
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Share the details of
your refrigerant

Get an offer

We first need to know what
type of refrigerant gases
you hold, quantity, status
(recovered or unused),
location, and your contact
information.

Based on the shared details
we make you an offer with
financial, logistical and
time considerations on a
case-by-case basis.

Arrange for
confirmation and
acquisition
Lastly, Tradewater inspects
the material to confirm
its eligibility, and then we
acquire and collect the
refrigerant gases.

Click here to tell us what you have

ELIGIBLE GASES
Tradewater is interested in CFC and HCFC refrigerant gases. Specifically, those listed below:
CFC-11

CFC-12

CFC-500

New and/or recovered

New and/or recovered

New and/or recovered

CFC-502

CFC-13

CFC-113

New and/or recovered

New and/or recovered

New and/or recovered

CFC-114

CFC-115

HCFC-22

New and/or recovered

New and/or recovered

Recovered only

*Ask us about any other gas you might have.

WHAT ADVANTAGES DOES TRADEWATER OFFER?
Strengthening the refrigerant value chain. We work directly with local stakeholders who are
involved in the life cycle of refrigerant gases.
Subsidizing important environmental work. After we destroy refrigerant gases, we sell resulting
carbon offset credits. This subsidizes the search for even more refrigerant gases and allows us to
offer the service at no or low cost, depending on each case.
Ensuring high-quality, compliant work. Our carbon offset generation process is verified by
3rd parties, making certain that they comply with legislation and meet the highest standards
applicable to the management and and final disposal of refrigerant gases.
Creating environmental impact. Our efforts prevent refrigerant gases from leaking into the
atmosphere, which helps reduce ozone depletion and fight climate change.

JOIN THE EFFORT!
You don't need to have refrigerant to contribute to our cause. We invite your support through the
following options:

HELP US FIND REFRIGERANT

You can look in your neighborhood’s shop, ask your
HVAC technician, or ask the maintenance department
at your workplace.

SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE

If you work in the HVAC industry and want to help,
please contact us!

SPREAD THE WORD

Tell others in your networks about Tradewater’s work
and help us find more gas.

BUY OUR OFFSETS

We believe that everyone has the power to fight
global warming. You can do this by purchasing the
carbon offset credits that we produce.

PROVIDE YOUR SERVICES/
VOLUNTEER!

If you offer or know of someone who offers services
such as waste management, laboratory analysis, or
destruction facilities, reach out to us!

WHAT IS A CARBON OFFSET CREDIT?
A carbon offset credit is a certificate that confirms that greenhouse gases (GHG) were either collected
and destroyed or sequestered from the atmosphere. A carbon offset credit represents the equivalent of
one metric ton of carbon dioxide that was either prevented from being released into the atmosphere or
was removed from the atmosphere.

1 CREDIT = 1 TON OF CO2 EQUIVALENT REMOVED/PREVENTED
MITIGATION OF GHG
CAN BE DONE IN TWO
DIFFERENT WAYS:

Direct removals, such as
a forest that captures CO2
and removes it from the
atmosphere.

Preventing emissions, as in
the work Tradewater does,
to stop GHG emissions from
occurring at all.

INTERESTED IN MORE INFORMATION ON HOW YOU CAN PARTICIPATE?

CONTACT US!
Tel/Whatsapp: +506 8460-1717
Email: info@tradewaterglobal.com

Web: www.tradewaterglobal.com
Facebook: TradewaterGlobalEN

